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1. (FNU) PIANZI (PHONETIC) CALLED PBRUMEN EMB 20 NOV TO REQUEST URGENT APPOINTMENT WITH CHARGE. SAID HE HAD NEWS "OF IMPORTANCE TO THE NATION" AND THAT HE WOULD HAVE ALL NECESSARY DOCUMENTATION READY BY 1400 HOURS. APPOINTMENT WAS POSTPONED UNTIL 21 NOV AS CHARGE WAS NOT AVAILABLE. PIANZI GAVE A DOWNTOWN ADDRESS AND APPEARED TO BE FROM OUT OF TOWN, AS HE UNFAMILIAR WITH CITY. (SOURCE AVENGEFUL, B-2)

2. AVALANCHE-6 SUBSEQUENTLY CHECKED HOTEL REGISTER AT ADDRESS GIVEN ABOVE AND NOTED THAT DANDOL DIANZI, ARGENTINE, ARGinity CEDULA 5,521,352 BACHELOR, 39 YRS OLD, HAS BEEN REGISTERED THERE SINCE 28 OCTOBER 63. AVALANCHE AND STATION TRACES NEGATIVE.

3. ALTHO REALIZE THAT CHANCES REMOTE THAT CONVERSATION PARA I CONNECTED WITH PRES KENNEDY ASSASSINATION, REQUEST TRACES ON PIANZI. BUEN: LIAISON MAY BE QUERIED ON UNWITTING BASIS.
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